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ABSTRACT

The electrical character (ficx-pirxLng. Josephson junction, or resistive} of the grain boundarits in apprcxirrcsly
enty flux-grown YBa2Ca;.O:^ bicrystals was desmuned in ptevkxis sradifs A selection of these same fcicr.sais

now have icen thinned for ssidy by transmission and scanning transmission e!eczon inicrosccpy. Kigr.-spads!

isscludon imaging and analyscal techniques reveal microsncsiral differences anxmg these boundaries ±21 are

censissnt with their diverse clerical characarristics. The observatiocs offer preliminary insight inn scrre of 'Jxt

fear^res that control the grain boundary superconducting properties and re-emphasize &e very fine scale on which the

grain boundary electrical character is deieiuiined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The original thin-film bicryrol sroiies of Dimes el
2L1 strongiy indicated that all high-angle grain
fcoar.daries Li YBa^CujOr-o are krinsically weafc-

liriksd and exhibit the transport critical current

characteristics Qcd of a Jcsephson junction. More

recsa: investigations of individsial grain boundaries in

bc:h bulk-scale bicryssls- and textured thin Glm$3

have shown that the J^ pr?penies cf high-angle grain

boundaries ccn irary in irnpcrar.t ways. Specificaily.

high-angle grain boundaries with Jj, behavior

characteristic of a flax pirx.ing mechanism have been

discovered in flux-grown bicrystals, and evidence fcr

inhorrageneous electrical properaes within individual

Jcsephson jtrxtlon-like grsin bcu.-.ianes has been

found for thin-films. These results are encouraging for

applications of YBa^ZajO;^ because they surgtst ±at

the grain boundary J a propenies may be msrJpuIzted

by processing. However, further process enfir^erir.f

of poiycryssHise isateria^ can be cendjetsd in an

irfonrsd way only when the microsauctural crips of

the observed behavior is endssnod. This pzper

describes high-spadal resolution investigation of the

microsauKure and crmposiuon of YBa2Cu3O7^ gr^n

boundaries of knoara asd fundamsntally different

electromagnetic characxr.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

The bicrystals are produced by the flux irethed Ir.
which Y3a;Cu3Or^. BaCuO. and CuO zr: Kt'.si

together Lt a goid crucible.* During a crefu^y

controlled ccol-dowa. sharply-faceted single cr.st^s



form from the melt. As these crysals grow, they

frequently impinge and expel the melt phase from the

new interface to form {rain boundaries that are free of

large-scale second phase. The superconducting

properties of ihe grain boundaries in approximately 20

bicrysols of this type have now been measured

directly.^ A current lead and a voluge contact are

placed on each side of the boundary and the critical

current is measured for applied fields ranging from a

few milli-iesla to TT at T7K. The characteristic

signatures of Josephson junction- and flux-piniiing-

iimited electrical transport appear in die field

dependence of Jct- Resistive measurements of the

superconducting transition temperature 0 c ) are also

made. To date, the following four different types of

grain boundaries have been identified on the basis of

their superconducting properties^-*

(1) flux-pinning;

(2) Josephson junction;

(3) parallel flux-pinning and Josephson
junction paths; and

(4) resistive at T > 4.2K.

At least one high-angle bicrystal of each type has been

found.

For the present studies, samples for transmission

and scanning transmission electron microscopy (TEM

and STEM) were prepared from bicrystds of types 2

and 4. High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM)

images of the grain boundary region were obtained for

each bicrystal. Energy-dispersivs x-ray specroscopy

(EDXS) performed in a high-spatial-resolution STEM

(-3 nm interaction volume) was used to analyze die

grain boundary composition for a Josephson-juncuon-

type grain boundary. Light microscopy and diffraction-

contrast TEM imaging were used to invest gate the

larger-scale microstructure and crystiUographic

parameters of the grain boundary.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Grain Boundary Microsu"j::ure

Figures 1 and 2 show diffracuon contrast Irsajts of a

Josephson juncticn-like and a resistive high-as^e grair.

boundary, respectively. The gnir. bo-r îar.-

microstructure appears to be the sarr.5 in bc:n blcrysuls

at this scale ( -5 nm). even though their pxperiss art

fundamentally different. Both grain bour^ries are

nearly in tiie symmetrical tilt position in the eltnror.-

transparent region of the TEM sair.ple. A: tr.t crair.

boundary the twin boundaries of one grain align with

those of the other grain. Twin nwzhing of the type

described in detail by Gayle and Kaiser7 is also

observed in die light micrographs of this: scrr.ples.

Geometrical models of grain boundary sirucrjrs predict

that the symmetrical tilt position corresponds to an

energy minimum for a given crystal miscrisr.tatkm.

Relaxation into twin-matched iricrostruC.urcs also

suggests that these boundaries have assumed atomic

structures that correspond to local energy minima.

Finally, the macroscopic misorientation relationships

measured for dtese bicrysuls suggest that th;y nay be

considered to contain near-low-Z boundaries. 43°[00ll

is very close to a Z«29 misoriensuion relationship

(43.6° [001]) for die parent tetragonal unit cell, and the

26°[OQ1] is somewhat close to the 1-17 miscriestation

relationship at 28.1° [001]. Evidence that these to*-I

misorier.tadons correspond to low-energy s^jci^rss is

found in the literature* Thus, several of the f̂ equenUy

cited macroscopic expressions of these grain

boundaries' energies suggest that they might have: (a)

short-period structures that are relatively free of grain

boundary mkroscctural defects and (b) conccmitar.:

special (and perhaps desirable) electrical properties.

Therefore, on the basis of the boundary crysullography

alone. it is somewhat surprising that these two

bicrystals have fundamentally different e'xercrragntue

characteristics. (Sots that the (001) ph.-.ts cf one

crystal are panZsl to those of the other cr>stil and

approximately perpendicular to the grain bcjndry

plane for both bi^ystals studied here.)

In addition to their similar bo'_r.dzry

crystallography, like-appearing local drffrccaon

contrast (small, dx*k spots) is also observed alcr.j both
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to be determiued conclusively, but its pretence sujjssss

that both boundaries are mterasrocunlly

uihomofeiieotts on a finer scale than can be resolved by

diffraction-contrast imaging

Fij.1. Diffraction-contrast TEM image of a

Josephson-junctton-Iike {rain boundary. The bicrysnl

misorientation icladonsfaip is —26° [001]. Tie pm

boundary is neariy in die (41Cj symmegjcal tib

position ai this location.

Fig.Z Dif&acdoR-comnst TEM imaje of a resistive

(at 4.2 K) with a grain boundary inisonenation

relationship o f - 4 3 " [001]. The pain boundary plane

is neariy die (520) symmetrical alt position at this

location.

The likeness of die microstructural features found

in Fifures 1 and 2 implies that diffracnon-conoas:

imagine offers Iirds infonnanon about the jourcr fcr

iss eiectniiliv-dijisr;-: layer isai mus: exi« x. "~>t

t»o pain bocadariss. Hou-ever. hifh-resoIutiDn

mapnf and compostoonal analysis of these pisa

boandaries has provided some insight into die origins

of Aeir eJecincal pnpexoes.

HREM intifes of dw 26° [001] and 43° [001] pain

boundaries are sho»ti in Figs. 3 and 4. respectively. A

most wrifcim difff wfnee in the boundary

naciwii uciutes is observed in diesc t»o tmajes. The

neststive pain boonda^ (Fif. 4) is clearly wee b> a 1-3

am thick layer of second phase whose thickness is

relatively inhotwoti moui on the scale of the

subctanttil latoce

HgJ. HREM w a r of te JoKpnson-janoxM-fike

Fif.4. HREMimaft of die resistive pain boundary
shown in Fig. 2.



mismatch between the intergranular phase and the
and concomitant smin is evident, the

imcrgranular phase appears to prefer a specific
orientation relationship with the YBa^Cu

In contrast, the Josephson junction boundary (Fig.

3) is free of second phase and the structure of each

{rain appears to remain intact to within about 0-5 nm of

the other grain. Thus, the structural width of the

boundary is approximately 0.5 nm. This width must be

compared to the superconducting coherence length (£)

in the (001) plane, which is estimated at 1.5 to 2.5 nm.

The highly distorted region associated with the

boundary core thus appears to be considerably shorter

than ^ in the direction of the current. This comparison

suggests that factors in addition to die structural widdi

of the grain boundary core (e.g.. composition changes,

elastic strain, atomic mismatch of the conducting

planes, etc.) contribute to the boundary's electrical

properties. '̂

3.2. Grain Boundary Composition

Figs. 5 and 6 contain composition information

deduced from EDXS for the Josephson junction grain

boundary shown in Figs. 1 and 3. For the analysis the

grain interiors were presumed to nave the

stoichiometric 1:2:3 cation composition. This

assumption is justified by the data, because each in-

grain measuremsr.t falls within the ranee c: uncertainty

of all of the other in-grain measuremer.s. It also

implies, however, that the method cnly reveals

composition differences, not absolute concentrations.

Because the oxygen content was not constant in time-

icsolved measurements, it was fixed at 15.38 wt. £

(5*0.1) for the analysis. The average gold

concentration was assumed to be 2.02 wt %. in

accordance with explicit determinations of the gold

content of single crystals produced by the flux-growth

method.'

The daa in Fig. 5 suggest that the grain boundary is

richer in copper than die grain interiors. Tats result is

consistent with die observed copper richness of the

grain boundary cores in sintered materials1!' and the

suggested presence of Cn-O at primary grain boundary

dislocation cores in thin-film samptes.il Assuming

reasonable estimates of the thickness of the segregation

zone (approximately one unit cell dimension, -0.3-0.5

nm) and die diameter of the x-ray-signal-producing

zone (-3-5 am), the grain boundary cation composition

xepjuired to produce die observed composition change is

in the range of 1:2:4 to 1:2:6. Unfortunately, die 124
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Fig.5. Cation composition at several sites (b) in the grain boundary of Figs. I and 3 and in die (a) adjacent grains.
Error bars represent 3o confidence as deduced fnm the x-ray counts.



2nd 247 phases cannot be detected by high-resolution

imaging in this projection (beam aligned along [001J of

each grain). A similar estimate suggests that the

thickness of the "»«•- CuO oxide layer that would

produce the observed increase in Cu concensadon is

-0.08 nm. This thickness is inconsistent with the

presence of a homogeneous layer of CuO such as might

be produced by CuO primary grain boundary

dislocation cores and, therefore, suggests a different

dislocation core composition for nominally

stoichiometric material.) 1 However, it remains

possible that discrete Cu-0 like regions exist in the

boundary, such as might arise due to facet jur.rtion

dislocations or grain boundary defects.
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Fig.6. Comparison of Au to Cu characteristic x-ray

intensity for positions within grain boundary to

locations within the grains. Au impurities substitute

on Cu sites in flux-grown single crystals.

X-ray diffraction experiments have shown that Au

substitutes for ~Tk of the chain-site copper atoms in

this material.9 Figure 6 shows x-ray data that are

pertinent to the gold concentration at the grain

boundary. These data indicate that Au does not

segregate to the grain boundaries in these bicrystals.

However, the small weight fraction of Au present

implies limited sensitivity to local changes in the gold

concentration. On the basis of the current data, it was

estimated that a doubling of the Au concentration at the

train boundary relative to the grain interiors would be

just detectable by the EDXS method used here.

However, a doubling of the Au concentration would

still correspond to a rather small frcciion of z
morclayer coverage at the grain boundary
(approximately one gold atom for e-.fry HM-
YB32Cu3Or.t unit cells along the boundary). I: »;s

therefore concluded that significant gold serrsgrion !j

the grain boundary did not occur in this sirrple. This

conclusion is supported by the similar grain boundiry

resisrivity values that are obtained for thin-film' sr.d

flux-grown bicrysials.5

4. CON'CLUDIXG COMMENTS

The coupled itucrostructural and elearomagne^c

characteristic of grain boundaries described here show

that the details of the grain boundary superconducting

properties are indeed determined on die scale of the

superconducting coherence length. Undoufxsdly linked

to die fine scale on which the electron transport

mechanism is determined, fundamentally different

superconducting properties m observed for boundaries

with similar crystallography and grain boundary

microstmcture. High-spatial resolution imaging and

composition determinations have revealed

microstructnral features that are consistent with the

measured electrical properties of the boundaries from

which they are obtained, but these techniques have yet

to pinpoint the fundamental sources for die different

superconducting properties. A principal goal of our on-

going studies is to discover and manipulate the

microstructunl features that promote flux-pinning

character at some high-angle grain boundaries and

Josephson junction character at others.
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